
(SOCIAL SEO) IN 2013 –IMPORTANCE, 
CHANGES – IMPLEMENTATION 

 

 SEO is doing anything that will increase traffic from the major search engines.  

 using social media mentions as votes in the same way that links were  

 The key is to widen our social landscape/reach 

 create great number of social signals citations in addition to the backlinks that main site 

attracts." 

 Even if  link is removed, but the brand value of the( eg: info graphics ) remains.which is not so in 

case of traditional backlinks  

 
 

Link BUILDING  B links creation using various social techonologies  

increased  value… 

 Value could be measured by the number of quality links pointing to a great resource. Value could be 

really useful, actionable or well-written content. 

http://www.fema.gov/redirect?url=http://searchengineland.blog.com/
http://searchengineland.blog.com/2013/01/31/awesome-infographic-about-infographics/
http://searchengineland.blog.com
http://searchengineland.blog.com


Attracting links from other websites can help you boost your search engine rankings over time. All 

search engines use “link popularity” to some degree when evaluating and ranking websites 

conservative rank improvement for products  gears improves  due to the depth and breadth of the 

content supporting these products. 

social media is the new SEO-Building links using different  social media metrics ,includes content 

curation etc 

algorithms detect patterns 

attract natural links and social mentions. role of social media becomes a larger influencer of search 

engine results in 2013. 

Social Signals – Do not build your own Facebook, but use their technology to create your own micro-

social communities 

Build Engaging Content and ShareBait, then market that curated content for promotion of your main 

product indirectly 

Changes in seo in 2013 

Google+most important as its used  as a way to influence personalized SERPs by google 

every single site we looked at which got negatively hit by the Penguin Update had a “money keyword” 

as its anchor text for over 60% of its incoming links 

“MySiteDomain.com”, “MySiteDomain”, “http://mysitedomain.com”, “http://www.mysitedomain.com”, 

“The Title of My Website”, “here”, and “the title of one of my H1′s (that isn’t a keyword I’m trying to 

rank for)”, were generally used as anchors on sites that were not affected by the most recent Google 

update 

one of the biggest changes for SEO in 2012 was how Google evaluates links. Anchor Text is the one item 

that really sticks out for me. In 2011 we moved away from Exact Match Anchor Text towards using 

Brand and Call to Action and saw significant gains in rankings and direct traffic for clients. 

Add value to what you create by making sure that it is presented within the framework of the Web in a 

way which makes it more likely that it will reach the people that you want it seen by, when they are 

looking for it.  the search engines are looking for valid, trustworthy signals amongst the deluge of shared 

data that grows every second of every minute of every day. 

By creating smaller sites of “higher quality”, you get to expand your presence in your niche, and use 

that expanded visibility and send relevant and authoritative positive ranking signals towards your 

main site. 

Fresher, keyword-optimized more recent results: a significant improvement in 
ranking of fresh content (google update launched last week). 

 keyword-optimized content (social) CREATION WHICH IS FRESH AND UPDATED REGULARLY 
which only possible thru content curation and backlinkg from that fresh content to website 
…..whereas on our website eg: gdp’s content is static  

 that adds value to their product or service, increasing sales and profits. 



 content that will help you make an informed decision right now 

 Bing uses Facebook likes as a ranking signal  

 Google is working on using +1 as a ranking indicator 

 Twitter shares help Google index content faster 

Branding is all about stories, and stories - links-serps-ranking  

this is happening is that the SERPs themselves are evolving as digital assets, social, and local results 
are increasingly found in the search results. 

Sudden changes in serps wrt time…earlier rankings used to be stagnamt for long period of time 

SOCIAL SEO PLAN 

 



 



 

  

 

 

Given below are some of the few social networks including authoritative EDU/GOV sites I manage and in 
long term will boost our authority and brand manifolds in times to come in longterm  

members http://vk.com/playstation3news 

  http://vk.com/shadergamesgroup 

3988 http://vk.com/pspkids 

143 http://vk.com/play_news 

1467 http://vk.com/the_game_industry 

960 http://vk.com/games_love_i 

10675 http://vk.com/ps3sale 

3856 http://vk.com/club10739690 

5754 http://vk.com/ps3obmen 

21598 http://vk.com/club6045862 

4514 http://vk.com/club15227037 

333 http://vk.com/ps3_main_fan_group 

2970 http://vk.com/club19195961 

177083 http://vk.com/conser_ru 

26536 http://vk.com/gamesnet 



259877 http://vk.com/ps3cfw 

total outreach: 519754 

  For more details about The New face of SEO in 2013 . 

Visit  SEL - Advanced SEO Blog here 
 

 

Owned and Earned Media This is the section that most marketers equate with 
inbound marketing – publish lots of owned and earned blog posts and articles 
frequently, organically distribute them through social media and watch Google 
drive traffic from its SERPs. This process produces lots of benefits, but without a 
strategy for the other sections it will be difficult to show real ROI. 

 

Engagement has always been the best way to market something, whether it’s free 
or comes with a price tag. Judging from these statistics,   create  more product 
specific content and messing around    

DATA BELOW SHOWS THE SURVEY 

http://searchengineland.blog.com/
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